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Letter to the Editor
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INTRODUCTION
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) emerged in Wuhan, China in late 2019, and soon unfolded as a global outbreak
accompanied by declarations of a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC) and later a pandemic from the
World Health Organization (WHO). COVID-19 has resulted in 2,626,321 confirmed cases and 181,938 reported deaths
worldwide (as of 14 April 2020). The underlying virus, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), is
a highly contagious novel coronavirus that transmits as an aerosol and threatens people of all ages, from infant to geriatric,
while those with cardiovascular disease are recognized as particularly susceptible to more severe symptoms from SARSCoV-2 infection. WHO recommends using a mask to limit the COVID-19 outbreak; however, SARS-CoV-2 transmission
models and its removal efficiency by wearing a mask remain unclear. Furthermore, differences in the field-specific
definitions/terminologies related to transmission and mask usage tend to cause confusion and misunderstanding among both
experts and the public.
SARS-COV-2 AND ANGIOTENSIN-CONVERTING ENZYME 2
SARS-CoV-2 is a positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus (Satija and Lal, 2007), with virion sizes ranging between 60
and 140 nm (Zou et al., 2020). These virions have been observed in a wide range of intracellular organelles (i.e., vesicles)
after infection (Kim et al., 2020). For respiratory infection to occur, a sufficient amount of viable SARS-CoV-2 virions have
to be contained in the “carrier” aerosols. The respiratory tract is the primary target for virus infection by droplet-aerosol
transmission. In terms of functionality, the respiratory system is divided into conducting and respiratory zones, where the
latter contains the alveoli and is thought to contain the cells most vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2 attack. Angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) on the cell membrane (e.g., of pneumocytes) provides the eventual entryway for SARS-CoV-2 (Hoffmann
et al., 2020). The S1 domain of a coronavirus contains the ACE2 receptor-binding structure that is responsible for host cell
entry (Li et al., 2005), while the S2 domain facilitates fusion between the cell and virus membrane that is required for cellular
infiltration (Coutard et al., 2020). The spike glycoprotein (i.e., S1 domain) of SARS-CoV-2 has a higher affinity than other
viruses for ACE2 (Vankadari and Wilce, 2020; Wrapp et al., 2020); therefore, ACE2 receptors provide a particularly
sensitive adhesion site for SARS-CoV-2 to invade cells (Brake et al., 2020). Notably, in addition to the vulnerability of
ACE2-bearing cells in the respiratory zone, a recent report indicated that ACE2 is prominently expressed in a transient
secretory cell type in the subsegmental bronchial branches of lungs (Lukassen et al., 2020). If cells in the conducting zone
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are also vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2 attack, then carrier aerosol sizes ranging between 0.5 and 2 µm should be a concern. In
other words, the SARS-CoV-2 “carrier” aerosol size is one of the important factors to consider in its path to pulmonary
infection and thus for effective SARS-CoV-2 infection control.
MODES OF TRANSMISSION: DROPLET VS. AIRBORNE
According to WHO (2020b), SARS-CoV-2 is primarily transmitted by respiratory droplets produced by sneezing and
coughing from an infected person, either directly when the droplets reach a person’s nose, mouth or eyes, or indirectly when
a person touches a droplet-contaminated surface or inanimate object (i.e., fomite) and then touches his/her nose, mouth or
eyes. Thus, widely advocated preventive measures against SARS-CoV-2 infection, such as wearing masks, frequent hand
washing and social distancing, are meant to minimize transmission from nearby infected persons. More recently, aerosol and
hence airborne transmission was indicated as a plausible pathway to spread SARS-CoV-2 (van Doremalen et al., 2020), and
has been inciting public concern, but also fostering insightful research endeavors. So, what is airborne transmission, and
how is it different from droplet transmission?
In the field of infection control, airborne transmission specifically refers to the spread of infectious agents via droplet
nuclei or smaller aerosols suspended in air (CDC, 2012), implicitly excluding the relatively larger droplets and seemingly at
odds with the WHO statement. However, the transmission medium for both “droplets” and “droplet nuclei” is air, thus both
are technically airborne carriers. Furthermore, in the field of aerosol science, droplets and droplet nuclei are both considered
“aerosols” (i.e., tiny airborne solids or liquids ranging from a few nanometers to about 100 µm in diameter). The major physical
differences between droplets and droplet nuclei are their size and mixing state; droplets are relatively large and wet, whereas
droplet nuclei are the by-product of larger droplets upon evaporation (i.e., drying) while suspended in air and thus are
relatively small and dry. Aerosol-related studies on respiratory droplets and droplet nuclei were pioneered by Wells (1934), and
have been followed by numerous other studies since then (e.g., Li et al., 2007; Eames et al., 2009; Vejerano and Marr, 2018).
To go further in-depth, respiratory droplets are saliva and secretions expelled (i.e., atomization) from the upper airway
and through the mouth or nose during human expiratory activities such as coughing, sneezing, laughing, talking and even
normal breathing (Yang et al., 2007; Morawska et al., 2009). Morawska et al. (2009) showed that the majority of droplets,
by number, expelled from various breathing and mild throat clearing cough scenarios are mainly < 1 µm in diameter. On the
other hand, droplets from sneezing are considerably larger (Han et al., 2013). Respiratory droplets of concern in infection
control are usually those larger than 5 or even 10 µm in diameter, although vary with many human and environmental factors
(Liu et al., 2017). Due to gravity, these relatively large droplets settle out to the floor or other surfaces within a few seconds,
but the distance to which they travel depends on the specific expiratory activity and the surrounding airflow field. In
revisiting the Wells evaporation–falling curve, Xie et al. (2007) showed that large droplets from sneezing could travel more
than 6 m, or 2 m from coughing and 1 m from breathing. Once expelled, respiratory droplets rapidly evaporate (< 1 s) to an
equilibrium size that is dependent on ambient relative humidity and original droplet size before falling away (Nicas et al.,
2005; Xie et al., 2007; Morawska et al., 2009). As mentioned, respiratory droplets can even dry-out and transform into droplet
nuclei, where the success of this transformation depends on the competing evaporation and gravitational settling rates.
Droplet nuclei are usually less than 5 µm in diameter, and therefore can remain suspended in air for a longer period of
time, and travel a further distance away. It is this transport characteristic that more accurately distinguishes airborne (droplet
nuclei) transmission from droplet transmission. The spatial scale of outdoor airborne transmission can extend to a few
kilometers, depending on the wind condition (Yu et al., 2004). Another unique characteristic associated with smaller droplet
nuclei is the increased ease of inhalation deeper into the human respiratory tract, with decreasing particle size. Therefore,
airborne transmission is of particular concern; however, the biological implications of airborne transmission in COVID-19
are currently still unclear.
With the above droplet and droplet nuclei characterizations laid out, how do we relate them to the current COVID-19
pandemic? First and foremost, it is critical to note that transmission is not the only factor determining whether or not a person
will be infected by SARS-CoV-2. A comprehensive infection risk assessment demands more factors for consideration,
including the virus (e.g., viability and infectious dose), infected person (e.g., viral load), transmission mode (droplet vs.
airborne), aerosol processes (e.g., phase transformation and respiratory deposition), the medium (e.g., building ventilation
and transport processes) and host (e.g., immune system and use of personal protection equipment), and integrates the risks
from source to receptor. Consider a simplified example where larger wet droplets may carry more, viable viruses than
relatively smaller dry droplet nuclei. The site and efficiency of respiratory deposition would be different for different droplet
sizes; larger droplets would deposit more efficiently in the upper respiratory tract. The dose, and hence risk of infection,
would then be related to the droplet or nuclei number concentration, the contained number of viable viruses, the deposition
efficiency and the susceptibility of the deposited sites. With the risks tallied up, risk prioritization then considers the optimal
allocation of limited resources and efforts to areas with the highest risk. If droplet transmission is truly the major pathway
of SARS-CoV-2 transmission as stated by WHO, the focus of prevention and control should be given there accordingly, but
the possibility of airborne transmission should be clarified and taken seriously as a transmission route in the meantime.
Drawing a nominal dichotomy between respiratory droplets and droplet nuclei based on their physical size and mixing state,
or judging the risk of infection based solely on transmission is an oversimplification.
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MASKING THE PROBLEM OF COLLECTION EFFICIENCY
At the outset of the COVID-19 outbreak, a central focus in some countries was already on the availability of masks, in
particular N95 respirators (≥ 95% aerosol collection efficiency at 0.3 µm) (Lee et al., 2005) and surgical masks. The focus
on masks was further highlighted with indication that SARS-CoV-2 virus could survive in the form of aerosols, generated
by a Collison nebulizer and fed into a Goldberg drum, with a half-life of more than 1 hour (van Doremalen et al., 2020), and
mask availability eventually became a worldwide concern as the COVID-19 outbreak spread to nearly every corner of the
globe. While tight-fitting N95 respirators provide better protection against inhalation of airborne submicron- to nano-particles
(Zhou and Cheng, 2016; Ollier, 2018; Lin et al., 2020), they are less comfortable to wear and are generally recommended to
be reserved for medical professionals/health care workers during a pandemic (WHO, 2020a). Surgical masks, which are
designed for avoiding direct exposure to large expiratory droplets, have been generally the most coveted protective wear
during the COVID-19 outbreak, largely for having the opposite characteristics to the N95 respirator: they fit more loosely
to the face, thus are more comfortable, and are low cost (7–10 per unit less than the N95 respirator). However, the collection
efficiency of surgical masks is low and highly variable, ranging from 25–75% (Chen and Willeke, 1992), depending on the
quality of the filter media, filtration velocity and particle size (Jung et al., 2014). Oberg and Brosseau (2008) further
concluded surgical masks do not offer protection comparable with that of respiratory protective devices, since they seldom
meet facial fit performance criteria. Thus, the surgical mask is often considered as a protection for others instead of for
oneself. Nonetheless, worldwide trends have shown that countries with a higher percent of the population wearing masks
(i.e., surgical masks) have less uncontrolled outbreaks of COVID-19. Thus, it begs the question: How do we square these
seemingly incongruent findings of poor collection efficiency by surgical masks and their success rate at preventing the virus
from spreading?
We believe the answer to that question is in part due to the reduction in expired air velocity, an often overlooked factor in
the efficacy assessment of masks. Upon exhalation, the average expired air velocity may range from around 3.9 m s–1 to
11.7 m s–1 depending on whether the person is speaking, coughing, etc. (Chao et al., 2009). Increased expired air velocities
correspond to an increased distance of microdroplet ejection away from our mouths. Recently, Bourouiba (2020)
demonstrated that exhalations, sneezes, and coughs not only consist of large mucosalivary droplets with short-range
trajectories, but are primarily made of cloud entraining droplets of various sizes. The local warm and moist condition of
these expiration clouds can preserve the droplets, and with the assistance of the cloud’s expiration momentum, promote their
transport up to 7–8 m. Even under normal speech, Asadi et al. (2019) found that a non-negligible amount of particles with a
geometric mean diameter of 1 µm can be generated and emitted by a “fluid-film burst” mechanism in the larynx, where an
abundant SARS-CoV-2 population may reside (Zou et al., 2020). By wearing a mask, we introduce a resistance barrier to
these droplets, whose population on the other side of the mask barrier should inversely scale to the mask’s collection
efficiency. But what’s more, the mask is also reducing the wearer’s expired air velocity after the mask and thus having an
additional containment effect by shrinking the effective ejection radius of the droplets that penetrate the mask filtration
layers. In particular, coughing or sneezing increases the expired air velocity, which increases the impaction efficiency of the
large droplets, but reduces the collection efficiency of the fine particles. While those particles are not contained by the
mask, their risk of contributing to the airborne spread of the virus is severely reduced. Furthermore, the inhalation velocity
on the outside of the mask is also attenuated, meaning the effective radius from which the mask wearer is drawing air is
also dramatically reduced. In this letter, we are suggesting that collection efficiency should not be the only defining
characteristic of efficacy when discussing the utility of different masks to prevent the spread of the virus. Rather the
reduction in expired air velocity should be viewed as a common denominator amongst a much wider array of certified
and uncertified masks.
Currently, WHO estimates that 89 million medical masks per month are required to contain the COVID-19 pandemic.
There is a severe mask shortage in many countries including the United States, which has the highest number of confirmed
COVID-19 cases in the world, and at least a 40% increase in mask production is required to meet rising global demand
(WHO, 2020c). As a result of this shortage, many citizens perceive that they have no other option, and go to the supermarket
or the pharmacy or elsewhere with no mask at all. By donning a homemade mask made of any 2-ply or more dense fabric,
they would be able shrink their inhalation/exhalation radius immensely and help stem the current outbreaks that are ravaging
their country. In addition, cloth masks can be tailor made to fit snugly and close the gaping holes created by poorly fitting
surgical masks. Furthermore, a cloth mask can be easily decontaminated as it can be washed with over-the-counter disinfectants,
heated in an oven or treated by steam sterilization above 70°C for longer than 5 mins, all proven methods to effectively
inactivate the SARS-CoV-2 virus (Chin et al., 2020). Surgical masks are designed for single-use and can be decontaminated
by any of the above methods, including dry-heating in an electric rice cooker (Lin et al., 2017). However, the potential
deformation and degraded effectiveness of the mask’s polymer layer after repeated treatments should be further evaluated.
With that, the surgical masks are then thrown away and added to the mounting global plastic pollution problem. Thus, the
environmental cost of discarded surgical masks is already being outlined and with the persistence of the COVID-19
pandemic and the slow, cautious transition back to normal, this cost will grow unabated unless alternative mask usage is
widely promoted.
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CONCLUSIONS
SARS-CoV-2 transmission is a crucial public health concern and many aspects of this route urgently require further study.
For instance, the area of the lungs most vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2 attack is still not fully known. Subsegmental bronchial
branches (part of the conducting zone) actually have high levels of ACE2, which SARS-CoV-2 binds to with ease. Because
the passageways of the conducting zone are so much larger in diameter than the respiratory zone, large carrier droplets of
the virus may be of increased importance. This role of transmission mode (droplet or droplet nuclei) is important to
distinguish, but it is not the only factor driving the spread of the virus. The risk of infection calls for a more comprehensive
exposure and risk assessment, scrutinizing and integrating all risks including from the source (virus and carrier), in transport
(route, aerosol and environmental processes) and at the receptor (host). Considering infected subjects (i.e., source), the
expiration range of SARS-CoV-2 aerosols can be effectively attenuated by any mask. Thus, homemade cloth masks should
be promoted for use during the pandemic, particularly in countries currently experiencing so-called ‘mask shortages’. Cloth
masks, just like surgical masks, are expected to reduce our expired air velocity and radius, effectively choking the virus by
limiting its spread, while not adding any environmental burden. It is clear that at this moment, we are facing many
uncertainties and unknowns about the COVID-19 pandemic, and the outcome could still be catastrophic. Thus, we should
draw upon “precautionary principles” and take prudent measures against the virus. In the meantime, the accurate
communication and consistent definitions/terminologies among different fields of expertise, as well as their cooperation and
collaboration to fill the knowledge gaps are all crucial for controlling and minimizing the virus spread in the near future.
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